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cropcrop
(noun)

1. A cropcrop is a group of plants, such
as corn, wheat, or pumpkins, that
is usually grown by a farmer.

2. A farmer may grow a cropcrop for
food, for fiber to make clothing, or
for another purpose.

3. They will make cloth from the
farmer's cotton cropcrop.

gruntgrunt
(verb)

1. When you gruntgrunt, you make a
deep sound similar to the snort of
a pig.

2. If you lift a very heavy object, you
might gruntgrunt from the effort.

3. If anyone talks to my father before
he has his morning coffee, all he
can do is gruntgrunt a reply.

hollerholler
(verb)

1. To hollerholler means to speak in a very loud
voice, often due to strong emotion or a
desire to be heard from far away.

2. I heard Dad hollerholler, or shout, from the
attic that I should come up and see
something cool that he had found.

3. Please don't hollerholler at me--just tell me
what's going on.
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pluckpluck
(verb)

1. A violin makes a different sound if
you pluckpluck the strings instead of
using the bow.

2. When learning to pluckpluck, do not
push or press.

3. If you pluckpluck an instrument, you
pick or pull at its strings to make a
sound.

profitprofit
(noun)

1. If you make $4 at a lemonade stand, but
you spend $3 on cups and lemonade
mix, your profitprofit  is $1.

2. The business had a loss two years ago but
a healthy profitprofit  last year.

3. She worked hard at her sales job in hopes
of making a profitprofit , or gain, both for
herself and for the company she worked
for.

riskyrisky
(adjective)

1. Synonyms for riskyrisky include
perilous and hazardous.

2. Riding a bike without a helmet is
extremely riskyrisky.

3. If something is riskyrisky, it is not safe.
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tugtug
(verb)

1. If you tugtug a rope, you pull it hard
or suddenly.

2. A tugboat is a small, powerful
boat that can tugtug, or pull, a much
larger boat.

3. If something is stuck in a box, you
might have to tugtug on it to remove
it.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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Definition  

Definition  



cropcrop

a plant grown by farmers
for food or other uses;

the amount of a plant or
plant product gathered

in one season
(noun)

gruntgrunt
to make a deep sound

similar to the snort of a
pig

(verb)

hollerholler to shout
(verb)



pluckpluck
to pick or pull at

something and let it go
(verb)

profitprofit
the money earned from a
business or investment
after all costs are paid

(noun)

riskyrisky
in danger of injury,

damage, or loss
occurring
(adjective)



tugtug
to pull hard or quickly on

something
(verb)



ANALOGIES
DAY 2
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

high  allow  shove  lose  animal  push

anxious

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. GruntGrunt is to low ...as... squealsqueal  is to 

2. ProfitProfit  is to make ...as... lossloss is to 

3. PluckPluck  is to pick ...as... presspress is to 

4. HollerHoller  is to whisper ...as... forceforce  is to 

5. CropCrop is to plant ...as... cowcow is to 

.

.

.

.

.
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ANALOGIES
DAY 2
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

anxious  lose  push  allow  animal  shove

high

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. TugTug is to pull ...as... pushpush is to 

2. RiskyRisky  is to dangerous ...as... nervousnervous is to 

.

.
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Name:Name:   

risky  holler  profit  crop  pluck  grunt  tug

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. In the fall, she will sell her pumpkin  at the farmer's
market.

2.  is the money that is made after paying expenses.

3. We were taking a hike when we heard someone 
"Help!"

4. If you  the guitar string, it will make a sound.

5. I imagine that piano movers  while they're working.
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Name:Name:   

pluck  profit  risky  grunt  holler  tug  crop

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. If you don't like to take chances, you shouldn't do anything 

.

2. I had to  on the ribbon to untie the bow.
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Name:Name:   

A verbverb  is a word that shows action or a state of being.

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words below. Circle all of the verbs. Then write 12 complete sentences using
one or more of the verbs in each sentence.

grunt  tug  holler  pluck

1. ..
2. ..
3. ..
4. ..

Write three words that are not verbs.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. One thing that might make a person gruntgrunt is .

2. To play the harp, you pluckpluck  the .

3. One thing you might need to tugtug is .

4. ProfitProfit  is money that is .

5. One example of a cropcrop is .

6. A person might hollerholler  if he or she .

7. That is a riskyrisky  endeavor because .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. A crop is often grown for 
.

2. When you grunt, you sound
most like a .

3. Holler is not a synonym for 
.

4. Banjo players pluck the
strings to make .

5. A profit is money that is
earned after .

a shelter
b water
c food

a cat
b pig
c bird

a speak
b yell
c shout

a progress
b breakfast
c sounds

a expenses
b 5:00 p.m.
c doing the job

6. Another word for risky is 
.

7. Tug is not another word for 
.

a boring
b perilous
c safe

a yank
b lift
c pull
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crop

grunt
Place

picture
here.

holler
Place

picture
here.



pluck
Place

picture
here.

profit
Place

picture
here.

risky
Place

picture
here.



tug
Place

picture
here.


